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Today's article has nothing to do with smelly dogs or canine shampoo. In the context of 

software, a PUP is a Potentially Unwanted Program. Read on to learn how they can sneak into 

your system, what they can do, and how to find and remove these pests… 
 

Find and Remove Potentially Unwanted Programs 

Comparisons of anti-malware programs focus on the programs’ abilities to detect, block, and 

eradicate attacks that do serious harm to a user’s system. That generally includes viruses, data 

collectors, ransomware, and phishing attacks. One other category of malware doesn’t like to be 

called malware; some of its developers have even sued firms that blocked their products as 

malware. So now this type of malware is called “Potentially Unwanted Programs,” or PUPs. 

A PUP is a program that you may have installed unintentionally as a result of being tricked by 

the PUP’s distributor. For example, you download one program that you were seeking, but 

http://askbobrankin.com/security/
http://askbobrankin.com/software/


during its installation you are asked if you want to install another. The checkbox that indicates 

“yes” is already checked, and in your haste you click “OK” without really understanding what is 

going to be installed. Notices of PUPs are often presented in very small type fonts and provide 

only the sketchiest of info about what a PUP does. 

 

A PUP always has an ostensibly good use. It might be a browser toolbar that purports to help you 

compare prices across several shopping sites. It may be a game. The purpose is to make the PUP 

look like something that has a legitimate reason to be on your computer. 

Some PUPs include adware; they may drown you in popup ads, or steer your web browser to 

advertisers’ sites, or even replace content on a web page with content that links to an advertiser. 

Adware is annoying but not harmful. Other PUPs may be secret data-sniffers, searching your 

hard drive and monitoring your keystrokes for passwords and other sensititve data that can be 

transmitted to the PUP’s master. Still other PUPs track where you go and what you do online, 

and report this valuable data to marketers and the bulk data vendors who sell to them. PUPs on 

mobile devices can secretly send text messages to premium services, running up large bills for 

unsuspecting victims. 

Some antimalware suites, such as AVG and Avast, include modules that detect and remove 

PUPs. Some anti-PUP utilities are offered as standalone products. If your antimalware product 

does not include PUP protection, you should run a separate anti-PUP utility when you scan your 

device for malware. 

I opened this piece with a dog reference. So I thought it would be fun to include a photo of my 

dog Bonzai. I introduced him here back in 2008, when he was a puppy. Now he's nine, and still 

frisky. 

Some Recommended Anti-PUP Tools 

I've long recommended MalwareBytes Anti-Malware (MBAM) as a "second look" tool to scan 

your system for traces of malware and PUPs that may go undetected by your primary Internet 

security software. You can download a free version of MBAM and see what it finds. (Oh, and in 

http://avg.com/
http://avast.com/
http://askbobrankin.com/bonzai_its_a_new_puppy.html
https://www.malwarebytes.com/mwb-download/


case you're wondering, the feud between MBAM and PC Matic is over. Each of those popular 

programs was flagging the other as a PUP for a while.) 

ADWCleaner was a pioneer in anti-PUP protection. Recently, it was purchased by 

Malwarebytes, and can now be downloaded from the Malwarebytes site. ADWCleaner is a 

signature-based system, meaning it looks for telltale patterns of bytes in a program that indicate 

it is a PUP. Malwarebytes says it plans to improve on that detection method as it integrates 

ADWCleaner into Malwarebytes Anti-Malware, the company’s flagship product. 

The Adware Removal Tool by TSA Softwares is another time-honored PUP killer. It started with 

adware, as the name suggests, but now it also detects and eradicates toolbars, browser hijackers, 

and other forms of PUPs. 

Bitdefender’s Adware Removal Tool For PC is a free program from one of the most respected 

anti-malware developers. The executable download file can be run anywhere without installing it 

on a device. It’s also included in the Bitdefender antimalware products. 

Users can avoid PUPs by paying attention during installation of software and unchecking those 

pre-checked consent boxes. I also recommend downloading any software only from the home 

site of its developer, not from a shareware repository such as Download.com or Tucows. Such 

repositories generally bundle shareware with their own “installers,” which include PUPs. The 

money generated from PUPs helps finance the download repositories. It’s a living, but a pretty 

sleazy one. 

Have you run a scan for potentially unwanted programs that may be lurking on your computer? 

Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or questions to 

“askbobrankin.com”... 

 

HERE WE GO AGAIN! 

 

Latest Windows 10 build suggests background downloads are back  

 
By Chris Merriman in “theinquirer.net 

 

IN THE last few years, the INQUIRER has been on something of a crusade over the way 

Microsoft conducts itself over Windows. 
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https://www.malwarebytes.com/adwcleaner/
http://adwareremovaltool.org/
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Sure, we accept that for many people, Windows 10 was a free upgrade, and that ‘Windows-as-a-

Service' (shudder) comes at a price. But we've felt for a long time that Microsoft is taking a 

crapload of liberties with that position, and thus, Updategate as a term was born. 

Look, this is awkward. We know you like your ad blocker, but we know you like INQ. And we 

need to eat. So please, pretty please, can you add us to your whitelist? We think we’re worth it. 

 

Incisive Media publications, including INQ, are now blocking ad-blockers so that we can afford 

to continue to bring you the unique mix of hard-hitting, expert journalism with a touch of 

silliness that you love. 

 

The internet isn’t free. If you don’t whitelist news sites, they’ll die, so go on... just for us... 

You might recall, we told story after story about people who had either had their computers go 

tits-up or been charged for gigabytes of excess data because Windows 10 had downloaded itself 

in the background. 

 

Since then, we've had a regular stream of complaints about the compulsory nature of Windows 

Updates in Windows 10 for the same reason. But Microsoft's answer up to now has been the 

Metered Connections toggle, buried deep in the settings, which by triggering, you put a stop to 

background downloads until you're somewhere you can safely do them for free. 

 

Well, stand by for another sh*tstorm, Microsoft, because it looks like you're about to make 

people very angry all over again. And thus, like the steely-eyed parent who looks at his child, 

sent home from school for not playing nicely for the umpteenth time, it's the INQ that will once 

again say "You never learn, do you?" 

 

According to Supersite for Windows, the latest Insider build of Windows 10, which is more or 

less the release candidate for the Creators Update assuming all is running to plan, contains a 

rewording of the rules about updates, that thankfully, the eagle-eyed Insiders have noticed 

. 

"We'll automatically download and install updates, except on metered connection (where charges 

may apply). In that case, we'll only download those updates required to keep Windows running 

smoothly." 

 

Woah, nelly. Not this old chestnut. The fact is, what Microsoft thinks is "running smoothly" and 

what a user might think is "running smoothly" are two very different things. Add to this that if it 

takes a 6GB of download to keep "running smoothly" then Microsoft have just given themselves 

permission to do it. 

 

One of the big features of Windows 10 is the bone of contention that most users have lost 

granular control over their updates, and it looks like Microsoft is taking advantage of this again. 

Now, to be clear, this is the Insider build. It's not a public build and therefore they may be 

planning to remove this from the Creators Update final. But we suspect not, and once again, we 

face the prospect of Microsoft screwing customers by acting arbitrarily and claiming it's in our 

best interest. 

 

http://www.theinquirer.net/static/anti-ad-blocker
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2450852/updategate-microsoft-is-reportedly-upgrading-pcs-to-windows-10-automatically
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We have asked Microsoft for a statement, but have recently pointed out to them that having to 

wait until the US wakes up before getting a response is not helpful to a UK based news site.  

 

 

  
By Pieter Arntz in “darkreading.com”. 

 

7 Things You Need to Know about Bayesian Spam Filtering 
 

Knowing how spam filters work can clarify how some messages get through, and 

how your own emails can avoid being caught. 
Bayesian spam filtering is based on Bayes rule, a statistical theorem that gives you the 

probability of an event. Bayesian filtering is used to give you the probability that a certain email 

is spam. 

1. The Name 
It’s named after the statistician the Rev. Thomas Bayes, who provided an equation that allows 

new information to update the outcome of a probability calculation. The rule is also called the 

Bayes-Price rule after the mathematician Richard Price, who recognized the importance of the 

theorem, made some corrections to Bayes’ work, and put the rule to use. 

2. Spam 
When dealing with spam the theorem is used to calculate a probability about whether a certain 

message is spam. The probability is based on words in the title and message, derived from 

messages that were identified as spam and messages that were identified as not being spam 

(sometimes called ham). 

3. False positives 
The objective of the learning ability is to reduce the number of false positives. As annoying as it 

might be to receive a spam message, it is worse to not receive a message from a customer just 

because he used a word that triggered the filter. 

4. Scoring 
Other methods often use simple scoring filters. If a message contains specific words a few points 

are added to that messages’ score and when it exceeds a  certain score, the message is regarded 

as spam. Not only is this a very arbitrary method, it’s also a given that it will result in spammers 

changing their wording. Take for example “Viagra” which is a word that will surely give you a 

high score. As soon as spammers found that out they switched to variations like “V!agra” and so 

on. This is a  cat and mouse game that will keep you busy creating new rules. 

5. Learning 
If the filtering is allowed for individual input the precision can be enhanced on a per-user base. 

Different users may attract specific forms of spam based on their online activities. In other 

words,  what is spam to one person is a “must-read” newsletter to the next. Every time the user 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Bayes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Price


confirms or denies that a message is spam, the filtering process can calculate a more refined 

probability for the next occasion. 

6. Poisoning 
A downside of Bayesian filtering, in cases of more-or-less targeted spam, is that spammers will 

start using words or whole pieces of text that will lower the score. During prolonged use, these 

words might get associated with spam, which is called poisoning. 

7. Bypasses 
A few methods to bypass “bad word” filtering. 

 The use of images to replace words that are known to raise the score 

 Deliberate misspelling, as mentioned earlier. 

 Using homograph letters, which are characters from other character-sets that look similar 

to letters in the messages’ character set. For example, the Omicron from the Greek looks 

exactly the same as an “O," but has a different character encoding. 

Bayesian filtering is a method of spam-filtering that has a learning ability, although limited. 

Knowing how spam filters work will clarify how some messages get through, and how you can 

make your own mails less prone to get caught in a spam filter. 

Links to more information: 

 Evaluation of Bayesian Spam Filter and SVM Spam Filter 

 Machine Learning Techniques in Spam Filtering 

Was a Microsoft MVP in consumer security for 12 years running. Can speak four languages. 

Smells of rich mahogany and leather-bound books. View Full Bio 

 

 

Google’s Guetzli JPEG encoding method 
promises a quicker web – but slower 
compression 
By Martin Anderson Fri 17 Mar 2017 in “thestack.com”. 
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Google Research has released details of its new and more efficient method for encoding JPEG 

images, promising to cut a third off JPEG image file-sizes with equal (or improved) appearance – 

but at the cost of greater time needed for compression, relative to the venerable libjpeg method 

that has been in use for decades. 

 

The announcement by Google software engineers Robert Obryk and Jyrki Alakuijala explains 

that the new compression algorithm does not affect web compatibility (like the average video 

format, digital image formats are essentially wrappers for content that could be encoded in any 

number of ways – the important thing is that the browser/viewer/player knows how to handle the 

different compression formats it might find after the JPEG marker). 

 

‘[While] Guetzli produces smaller image file sizes without sacrificing quality, we additionally 

found that in experiments where compressed image file sizes are kept constant that human raters 

consistently preferred the images Guetzli produced over libjpeg images, even when the libjpeg 

files were the same size or even slightly larger. We think this makes the slower compression a 

worthy tradeoff.’ 

 

The underlying compression algorithms behind popular implementations of JPEG have always 

been lossy; once a web version has been generated from a high-quality original master, the lost 

pixel information cannot be recovered (except, arguably by AI – another field of interest for 

Google’s image researchers). Therefore any compression technique needs to downsample in a 

manner which leads to the highest perceptual image quality possible, since there is no ‘way 

back’. 

 

Slower compression is likely to be an insignificant factor for desktop design environments, but 

has far bigger usage and resource ramifications for the millions of process threads which run 

every day over the internet, converting selfies, food shots and other user-generated content into 

optimised formats for viewing. 

 

The first issue would be latency, as increasingly impatient web-users would need to be soothed 

by progress indicators and other palliatives while their uploaded content takes a little longer to 

reach the end of the workflow. 

 

Secondly, Guetzli would seem set to have a significant resource footprint compared to the long-

established image compression libraries currently in use (mostly over Apache or other Linux-

based frameworks). The algorithm’s machine-learned procedures could have impact at scale in 

widespread deployment. Presumably Google are considering optimisations and rational solutions 

to speed up Guetzli’s compression speed performance. 

 

The prize may be worth the effort: JPEG, long since the victor in the image format wars of the 

late 1990s, now joins PNG in accounting for 73% of all content in websites – petabytes of data 

on a rolling basis, largely using technologies and standards which have not changed in nearly 

twenty years. 

 

When the story came to prominence at Hacker News, the original author of libjpeg – the current 

JPEG encoding standard – Tom Lane, commented: 

https://research.googleblog.com/2017/03/announcing-guetzli-new-open-source-jpeg.html
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‘As the author of the original libjpeg (back in 1991), I think this has been a long time coming! 

More power to Google.’ 

 

Libjpeg was among the first open source contributions to the web. Its open access lent the JPEG 

format a distinct advantage in a period where diverse companies and interests were hoping that 

the creation of better and more efficient image standards would lead to a big licensing payday. 

Most famous among these cases was Compuserve/Unisys’s attempt to monetise the LZW 

compression format for the Graphic Interchange Format (GIF) schema. Ultimately the limited 

colour palette of GIF combined with a growing perceived hatred of animated GIF images by 

web-users to pretty much kill the format until a huge resurgence in recent years due to the advent 

of Tumblr and several other hugely popular social media sites. 

 

LZW had already been in use for UNIX compression and other systems for some time, and 

remains an efficient lossless encoding algorithm for the high-quality TIFF schema, still used in 

print publishing workflows and as high-res original masters. 

 

 

Quote of the month. 

. 

SCOTTY SAYS: Time may be a great healer ,but it’s a lousy Beautician! 
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